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Abstract. In this contribution we are concerned with tight a posteriori error estimation for projection based
model order reduction of inf -sup stable parameterized variational problems. In particular, we consider the Reduced
Basis Method in a Petrov-Galerkin framework, where the reduced approximation spaces are constructed by the (weak)
Greedy algorithm. We propose and analyze a hierarchical a posteriori error estimator which evaluates the di�erence
of two reduced approximations of di�erent accuracy. Based on the a priori error analysis of the (weak) Greedy algo-
rithm, it is expected that the hierarchical error estimator is sharp with e�ciency index close to one, if the Kolmogorov
N-with decays fast for the underlying problem and if a suitable saturation assumption for the reduced approximation
is satisfied. We investigate the tightness of the hierarchical a posteriori estimator both from a theoretical and numer-
ical perspective. For the respective approximation with higher accuracy we study and compare basis enrichment of
Lagrange- and Taylor-type reduced bases. Numerical experiments indicate the e�ciency for both, the construction
of a reduced basis using the hierarchical error estimator in a weak Greedy algorithm, and for tight online certification
of reduced approximations. This is particularly relevant in cases where the inf -sup constant may become small de-
pending on the parameter. In such cases a standard residual-based error estimator – complemented by the successive
constrained method to compute a lower bound of the parameter dependent inf -sup constant – may become infeasible.
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1. Introduction. Model order reduction has become a field of great significance, both
with respect to solving real world problems and with respect to mathematical research. In
this article, we consider the Reduced Basis Method (RBM), which is a well-known projec-
tion based model order reduction technique for Parameterized Partial Di�erential Equations
(PPDEs), for instance in multi-query and/or real time contexts, [23, 25, 37]. The key idea for
the RBM is to construct a problem specific reduced order model – e.g. in a computationally
expensive o�ine phase – and then use this reduced model to construct an approximation in
an online phase extremely fast by solving very low-dimensional Petrov-Galerkin problems.

A posteriori error estimates play an important role within the RBM, at least for the fol-
lowing reasons: (1) The error estimator is used in a weak Greedy algorithm to construct the
reduced model. This is e.g. done by maximizing the error estimator over a discrete number of
reduced solutions with respect to a finite training set of parameters (‘sampling’) and to enrich
the preliminary reduced basis by the truth solution (‘snapshots’ ) that corresponds to the worst
approximated reduced solution. (2) After the online computation of a reduced approximation
as a linear combination of the snapshots, an error estimator yields an upper bound for the error
and thus certifies the reduced numerical approximation.

This shows that such error estimators need to satisfy a number of conditions: (i) The
computation of the error estimator for some given parameter has to be very fast, i.e. with a
complexity that only depends on the degrees of freedom of the reduced approximation space
(for the basis generation, this allows a large and representative training set; in the online phase,
the certification has to be at least as e�cient as the computation of the reduced approximation
itself); (ii) The error estimator has to be tight in order to yield an e�cient and reliable estimate
of the true error.
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So far, the most common approach for constructing such a posteriori RB error estimators
is residual-based. This usually involves an e�cient computation of (an approximation of) the
residual and the inverse of the inf -sup constant. As for many problems, the inf -sup constant
cannot be computed or estimated in an e�cient way, the Successive Constraint Method (SCM)
[12, 13, 29] is used for the calculation of a lower bound. This involves at least two drwabacks,
namely the computational complexity of the SCM, in particular if a very good approximation
is needed and –related– the lower bound maybe very small (and thus almost useless for the
residual-based error estimator) if the inf -sup constant is small. Moreover, it has numerically
been observed, that the SCM may not always converge.

Hierarchical error estimators use the di�erence of two approximations of di�erent order to
bound the unknown error. This approach is well-known e.g. for ordinary di�erential equations
[36] and adaptive finite elements [3, 14, 16, 28, 45, 46], just to mention a few. Within the RBM,
such an approach has been used to measure the error of the empirical interpolation method
(EIM) [4, 11, 17]. We also suppose that such estimators might have been in used in some
real-world problems. However, to the very best of our knowledge, we are not aware of an
article investigating its use for a posteriori error estimation for RB approximations.

We investigate two situations: (1) A family of reduced spaces (XN )i=1,…,Nmax
is given.

Then, we choose N < M and use the di�erence ÒuN * uMÒX of two RB approximations as
error estimator in the online phase. We study the performance in particular in those cases,
where the inf -sup constant is small or hard to access numerically. This is e.g. the case for
the Helmholtz problem, where the inf -sup constant behaves like �*7_2, the wave number
� À R+ being the parameter. Other examples (that will not be treated here) include transport
and wave propagation problems, where one can may construct an optimal reduced space in a
possibly costly o�ine stage but cannot use the residual online, since it cannot be computed
e�ciently, [6, 22]. (2) A residual-based error estimator cannot be used at all. In this case,
one would like to construct the reduced basis with the aid of the hierarchical error estimator.
This, however, is not completely straightforward, since XM needs to be constructed for given
XN . It turns out that a standard greedy procedure may not work in this case. This is the
reason why we suggest to use a Taylor-type RB approach for constructing the reduced space
of higher accuracy. Numerical experiments are given to demonstrate the e�ciency of the
resulting approach.

In both cases, (1) and (2), we investigate the e�ectivity of the hierarchical error estimator,
both theoretically and numerically. For the latter purpose, we suggest an o�ine procedure to
determine sharp estimates for the e�ectivity that can also be used in the online stage.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we collect some prelim-
inaries on PPDEs and RBMs. Section 3 is devoted to the introduction of the hierarchical error
estimator including the analysis and realization. We report on several numerical experiments
in Section 4 for the standard thermal block problem and the Helmholtz problem in a high fre-
quency regime, i.e. with quite small inf -sup constants. We mention that our RB hierarchical
error estimate has recently been used in the scope of other problems [6, 21, 22].

2. Preliminaries. In this section, we collect the main facts and background material that
is used in the sequel.

2.1. Parameterized Partial Di�erential Equations (PPDEs). Let P œ RP , P À N,
be a compact parameter space. For suitable Hilbert (function) spaces X and Y consider the
parameterized variational problem (e.g. a PDE):

For � À P find u(�) À X : a(u(�), v;�) = f (v;�) ≈v À Y ,(2.1)

where a : X ù Y ù P ô K À {R,C} is a continuous sesquilinear form and f : Y ù P ô K
is a given continuous linear form. For ensuring the uniform well-posedness of (2.1) for any
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� À P one typically assumes that

≈� À P : sup
uÀX

sup
vÀY

a(u, v;�)
ÒuÒXÒvÒY

f �(�) f �UB < ÿ, (continuity)

≈� À P : inf
uÀX

sup
vÀY

a(u, v;�)
ÒuÒXÒvÒY

g �(�) g �LB > 0, (inf -sup condition)

≈� À P : inf
vÀY

sup
uÀX

a(u, v;�)
ÒuÒXÒvÒY

> 0, (surjectivity).

Even though these assumption yield a uniform well-posedness (w.r.t. the parameter), we note,
that particularly �LB may be fairly small, which will be crucial below.

2.2. The ‘Truth’. Next, we require the availability of a detailed or fine discretization in
terms of suitable conforming trial and test spaces XN œ X and YN œ Y , where (just for
simplicity) dim(XN ) = dim(YN ) = N < ÿ. The discretized parameterized problem then
reads for any � À P :

Find uN (�) À XN: aN (uN (�), vN ;�) = fN (vN ;�) ≈vN À YN ,(2.2)

where aN : XN ù YN ù P ô K and fN : YN ù P ô K are appropriate discrete
sesquilinear and linear forms. The discrete sesquilinear and linear forms are continuous with
the same constants. To ensure the uniform well-posedness of (2.2) for every � À P it is a
standard assumption to require

≈� À P: inf
uNÀXN sup

vNÀYN
aN (uN , vN ;�)
ÒuN ÒXN ÒvN ÒYN

= �N (�) g �NLB > 0.(2.3)

Here Ò � ÒXN and Ò � ÒYN may be numerical approximations to Ò � ÒX and Ò � ÒY , respectively,
but may also be discrete norms (such as for discontinuous Galerkin -dG- methods). Such
a detailed discretization can e.g. arise from Finite Element, Finite Volume, dG or Spectral
Element discretizations.

It is a standard assumption that this detailed discretization is su�ciently fine so that the
error Òu(�)*uN (�)ÒX is negligible, which is the reason why uN (�) is often called the ‘truth’.
In particular, we assume here that XN and YN are the same for all parameters, but mention
that adaptive discretizations may also be used (cf. [1, 24]).

2.3. The Reduced Basis Method (RBM). We briefly recall the main ingredients of the
Reduced Basis Method (RBM) which we need here and refer e.g. to [23, 25, 37] for more
details. The aim of the RBM is to determine a highly reduced model of size N ~ N in
terms of reduced trial and test spaces XN œ XN , YN œ YN . Such a reduced model is
typically determined in an o�ine phase, which might be computationally costly. This is done
by selecting certain parameters SN := {�1,… ,�N}, computing the corresponding (truth)
snapshots ⇠i := uN (�i), i = 1,… ,N , and setting XN := span{⇠1,… , ⇠N}, N ~ N . The
basis may be orthonormalized for stability reasons.

The choice of the snapshot parameter set SN is usually based upon an e�ciently com-
putable a posteriori error estimator �N (�) which is then maximized in a greedy manner over
a finite training set Ptrain œ P . This approach is called weak greedy. Sometimes, the error is
used instead of an error estimator, which is then termed as strong greedy. Other approaches
such as nonlinear optimization of an error estimator have also been investigated, e.g. [41].

In order to ensure well-posedness of the reduced problem, namely:

For � À P find uN (�) À XN: aN (uN (�), vN ;�) = fN (vN ;�) ≈vN À YN ,(2.4)
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the spaces XN and YN have to be chosen such that

(2.5) inf
wNÀXN

sup
vNÀYN

aN (wN , vN ;�)
ÒwNÒXN ÒvNÒYN

=: �NN (�) g �NLB > 0, � À P .

Let uN (�) =
≥N

i=1 ui,N (�)⇠i be the desired expansion of the RB approximation. It is easily
seen that the unknown coe�cient vector uN (�) = (ui,N (�))Ni=1 arises from solving a linear
system of equations AN (�)uN (�) = FN (�), where (AN (�))i,j := aN (⇠i, ⌘j ;�), (FN (�))j :=
fN (⌘j ;�), and YN := span{⌘1,… , ⌘N} is the reduced test space. Typically, AN (�) is a
dense matrix so that the reduced approximation can be computed with O(N3) operations.
This complexity is independent of the truth dimension N , which is the reason to call it online
e�cient. In order to setup the linear system in an online e�cient manner, it is usually assumed
that sesquilinear and linear forms are separable w.r.t. the parameter, i.e,,

aN (w, v;�) =
Qa…
q=1

#aq(�)a
N
q (w, v), � À P ,w À XN , v À YN ,(2.6)

fN (v;�) =
Qf…
q=1

#fq (�)f
N
q (v), � À P , v À YN .(2.7)

Sometimes (2.6) is also called a�ne decomposition. If (2.6) is not satisfied, the empirical
interpolation method can be used to construct an a�ne approximation (see e.g. [4]). Using
(2.6), one can precompute parameter-independent quantities in the o�ine stage allowing for
an online e�cient setup of the linear system. In fact, the parameter-independent matrices
and vectors (Aq

N )j,i := aNq (⇠i, ⌘j), i, j = 1,… ,N , q = 1,… ,Qa and (F q
N )j := fN

q (⌘j),
j = 1,… ,N , q = 1,… ,Qf , can be computed o�ine and stored once. Then, for a given new
parameter � À P

AN (�) =
Qa…
q=1

#aq(�)A
q
N , FN (�) =

Qf…
q=1

#fq (�)F
q
N ,

which is of complexity O(QaN2) and O(QfN), respectively. As the complexity does not
dependent on N , it is online e�cient.

The best possible rate of convergence for the error is given by the decay of the Kolmogorov
N-width

(2.8) dN (P) := inf
dim(XN )=N ,XNœX

sup
�ÀP inf

vNÀXN
Òu(�) * vNÒX .

It is known that dN (P) decays fast (even exponentially) for several PPDEs as N ô ÿ with
smooth dependence of the solution on the parameter (see e.g. [32]).

2.4. The residual based a-posteriori error estimator. As already mentioned above,
an online e�cient error estimator �N (�) is often used within a weak greedy procedure to
determine the snapshot index set SN . Moreover, such a �N (�) is used for online certification
by computing an upper bound for the error induced by the RB approximation uN (�). In this
paper, we will consider two examples for such a �N (�). For the subsequent analysis, we will
consider

eN (�) := Òu(�) * uN (�)ÒX , eNN (�) := ÒuN (�) * uN (�)ÒXN
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which will be termed exact error and truth error, respectively. Also other error quantities or
functions of the error can be considered using adjoint methods. It is fairly standard to use the
(truth) residual RN

N (�;�) À (YN )® defined as

RN
N (w;�) := fN (w;�) * aN (uN (�),w;�) = aN (eNN (�),w;�), w À YN ,

to define the residual based a-posteriori RB error estimator as follows

�Std
N (�) :=

ÒRN
N (�;�)Ò(YN )®

�N (�)
,

which we will call standard RB error estimator in the sequel. It should be noted that the
(truth) residual also admits an a�ne decomposition and can thus in fact be computed online
e�cient. The involved (truth) inf -sup constant �N (�) can only be determined exactly in very
specific cases. Usually, a lower bound �NLB(�) is computed for example by the Successive
Constraint Method (SCM), [13, 26, 29]. However, even though the SCM is online e�cient,
the quantitative performance may be a severe problem in realtime applications, in particular
if a good approximation of �N (�) is required (which is the case, e.g., if �N (�) is small).

The relation of the truth error and the residual is well-known and easily seen

1
�N (�)

ÒRN
N (�;�)Ò(YN )® f ÒeNN (�)ÒXN f 1

�N (�)
ÒRN

N (�;�)Ò(YN )® .(2.9)

Note, that this relation is w.r.t. the truth error, not w.r.t. the exact error [1, 33, 34, 43, 44].
Of course, one can replace �N (�) and �N (�) in (2.9) by lower and upper bounds �LB > 0,
�UB < ÿ, respectively, even though these bounds may be numerically infeasible. Under the
assumptions of the previous sections, it has been proven that weak greedy algorithms exhibit
the same rate of convergence as dN (P) if there exists rigorous lower and upper bounds for
the error, like (2.9), see [5, 7]. Roughly speaking the RBM works well for a PPDE if dN (P)
decays su�ciently fast as N grows.

3. A Hierarchical Error Estimator. In this section, we introduce the hierarchical error
estimator. To this end, let XN ◊ XM œ XN , where dim(XM ) = M > N = dim(XN ), and
uN (�) À XN , uM (�) À XM , respectively. Then, we define the hierarchical error estimator by

�N ,M (�) := ÒuM (�) * uN (�)ÒXN ,(3.1)

3.1. Error Analysis. The analysis of hierarchical error estimators is pretty standard
in various applications for ODEs or PDEs. Due to the specific framework of parameter-
dependent problems, we detail it here. We indicate two approaches.

Asymptotic analysis. Using triangle inequality, we get by (2.9) and (2.5)

ÒuN (�) * uN (�)ÒXN f ÒuN (�) * uM (�)ÒXN + ÒuM (�) * uN (�)ÒXN
= ÒuN (�) * uM (�)ÒXN + �N ,M (�)

f 1
�N (�)

ÒRN
M (�;�)Ò(YN )® + �N ,M (�) = �Std

M (�) + �N ,M (�).

Now, we recall from [5] that one can construct XM in such a way that �Std
M (�) ô 0 as M ô ÿ

for every � À P provided that the Kolmogorov M-width decays, i.e., this is a term of higher
order. This means that for any N and " > 0, we can choose an M = M(") > N such that

ÒuN (�) * uN (�)ÒXN f " + �N ,M (�).
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Alternatively, we can choose M such that �Std
M (�) f "�N ,M (�) yielding that

ÒuN (�) * uN (�)ÒXN f (1 + ") � �N ,M (�).

If, however, the assumption �Std
M (�) f "�N ,M (�) is only satisfied on a training set Ptrain œ P ,

there might exists parameters � À P ‰ Ptrain with �N ,M (�) = 0 for all M , but ÒuN (�) *
uN (�)ÒXN ë 0. This may happen if XM does not converge to XN , which motivates a further
assumption.

Saturation assumption. A way to analyze hierarchical error estimates is by showing or
assuming a guaranteed error decay, typically called saturation property, see e.g. [3, 28, 42].
In order to formulate it, we recall that the reduced spaces XN := span{⇠1,… , ⇠N}, N ~ N
are formed by snapshots ⇠i := uN (�i), i = 1,… ,N . Consider now a second reduced basis
space XM with dim(XM ) = M > N = dim(XN ). Then, we say that XN and XM satisfy the
saturation property, if there exists a constant ⇥N

N ,M À (0, 1), s.t.

ÒuN (�) * uM (�)ÒXN f ⇥N
N ,M � ÒuN (�) * uN (�)ÒXN(3.2)

holds for all � À P . We will show a numerical procedure to validate this assumption below.
At this point we do not specify the particular construction of XM , see §3.4 below. Then,
following standard lines, we can easily prove the following estimates.

PROPOSITION 3.1. If (3.2) holds, then

(3.3)
�N ,M (�)

1 + ⇥N
N ,M

f ÒuN (�) * uN (�)ÒXN f �N ,M (�)

1 * ⇥N
N ,M

=: �Hier
N ,M (�).

Proof. For � À P with ÒuN (�) * uN (�)ÒXN = 0 the inequalities are obviously ful-
filled. If ÒuN (�) * uN (�)ÒXN ë 0, we use the reverse triangle inequality and the saturation
assumption to obtain

ÒuM (�) * uN (�)ÒXN
ÒuN (�) * uN (�)ÒXN

g ÒuN (�) * uN (�)ÒXN * ÒuN (�) * uM (�)ÒXN
ÒuN (�) * uN (�)ÒXN

= 1 *
ÒuN (�) * uM (�)ÒXN
ÒuN (�) * uN (�)ÒXN

g 1 * sup
�ÀP

ÒuN (�) * uM (�)ÒXN
ÒuN (�) * uN (�)ÒXN

g 1 * ⇥N
N ,M ,

which proves the upper bound. The lower bound is proven by triangle inequality and satura-
tion.

REMARK 3.2. With a slight abuse of terminology, we sometimes call both �N ,M and
�Hier
N ,M “hierarchical error estimator”. Strictly speaking, only �Hier

N ,M is an upper bound bound
for the error, whereas �N ,M requires the multiplicative constant (1*⇥N

N ,M )*1 in order to be
an upper bound.

For the e�ectivity

⌘NN ,M (�) :=
�N ,M (�)

(1 * ⇥N
N ,M )ÒuN (�) * uN (�)ÒXN

(3.4)
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we obviously get that

1 f ⌘NN ,M (�) f 1 + ⇥N
N ,M

1 * ⇥N
N ,M

.(3.5)

The closer ⇥N
N ,M is to zero, the better is the e�ectivity.

3.2. Realization. The hierarchical error estimator can be computed online-e�cient as
we are going to show now. In fact, let

uN (�) =
N…
i=1

↵Ni (�) ⇠i, uM (�) =
M…
i=1

↵Mi (�) ⇠i,

be the expansions of the reduced basis approximations (in general ↵Ni (�) ë ↵Mi (�) even for
1 f i f N). Then, setting ↵Ni (�) := 0 for i = N + 1,… ,M , we get

�N ,M (�)2 =
ÙÙÙÙÙÙ

M…
i=1

(↵Ni (�) * ↵Mi (�)) ⇠i
ÙÙÙÙÙÙ

2

XN

=
M…

i,j=1
(↵Ni (�) * ↵Mi (�))(↵Nj (�) * ↵Mj (�)) (⇠i, ⇠j)XN .

Since the values (⇠i, ⇠j)XN (the entries of the Gramian matrix) can be precomputed and stored
in the o�ine stage, the computation of �N ,M (�) requires O(M2) operations independent ofN , i.e., online e�cient. Of course, we have the well-known square root e�ect, since the above
reasoning yields �N ,M (�)2 so that we loose half of the accuracy by taking the square root.
This, however, is exactly the same for the standard estimator and there are suggestions how to
deal with it (see e.g. [8]).

3.3. O�ine approximation of ⇥N
N ,M . The main challenges for using the hierarchical

error estimator are (i) the choice of an appropriate M and (ii) the determination of the mul-
tiplicative constant ⇢ with eNN (�) f ⇢�N ,M (�) for all � À P . Obviously, both issues are
linked. In the case using the saturation assumption, we have that ⇢ = (1 * ⇥N

N ,M )*1, so that
we start describing an o�ine procedure to approximate the saturation constant.

To this end, we use a result on nonlinear parametrized programming problems.

THEOREM 3.3. [15] Let P œ RP be compact and connected, f , g : P ô R continuous
such that g(�) > 0 for all � À P . Setting F (q) := max�ÀP {f (�) * q � g(�)}, q À R, it holds
q0 := max�ÀP f (�)

g(�) if and only if F (q0) = 0.

We apply this result for the functions f (�) := ÒuN (�) * uM (�)ÒXN and g(�) :=
ÒuN (�) * uN (�)ÒXN . Due to the requirement g(�) > 0 for all � À P , we decompose the
parameter space P in compact subsets Pi in such a way, that on each subset the denominator is
non-vanishing. In view of (2.9) this means here that ÒRN

N (�;�)Ò(YN )® ë 0. Then, we proceed
as follows: for fixed dimension N and for Pi we solve the nonlinear problem

⇥N
N ,M ,i := arg min

qÀRg0
Fi(q) with Fi(q) := max

�ÀPi
{f (�) * q � g(�)}(3.6)
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and define ⇥N
N ,M := maxi ⇥N

N ,M ,i. For each i, we construct an iteration ✓(k)i , k = 0, 1, 2,…,
for which we need a good starting value ✓(0)i . Since

�N (�)
�N (�)

�
ÒRN

M (�;�)Ò(YN )®

ÒRN
N (�;�)Ò(YN )®

f ÒuN (�) * uM (�)ÒXN
ÒuN (�) * uN (�)ÒXN

f �N (�)
�N (�)

�
ÒRN

M (�;�)Ò(YN )®

ÒRN
N (�;�)Ò(YN )®

,

we use the following approximation as initial guess

⇥N
N ,M ,i := max

�ÀPi

ÒuN (�) * uM (�)ÒXN
ÒuN (�) * uN (�)ÒXN

˘ max
�ÀPi

ÒRN
M (�;�)Ò(YN )®

ÒRN
N (�;�)Ò(YN )®

=: ✓(0)i ,

which is reasonable provided that min
�ÀPi

�NLB(�)

�NUB(�)
˘ max

�ÀPi

�NLB(�)

�NUB(�)
. This results in the (o�ine) Al-

gorithm 3.1. If this algorithm terminates with some ⇥N
N ,M < 1, the saturation property is in

fact valid.

Algorithm 3.1 Computing ⇥N
N ,M

1: Choose tol > 0, fix N À N, choose L À N compact subsets Pi, 1 f i f L
2: for i = 1 : L do
3: f (�) := ÒuN (�) * uM (�)ÒXN , g(�) := ÒuN (�) * uN (�)ÒXN
4: Fi(q) := max

�ÀPi
{f (�) * q � g(�)}

5: k := 0
6: ✓(0)i := max

�ÀPi

ÒRN
M (�;�)Ò(YN )®

ÒRN
N (�;�)Ò(YN )®

7: while Fi(✓
(k)
i ) g tol do

8: iteratie nonlinear problem Fi(q) = 0‰ ✓(k+1)i
9: k ô k + 1

10: end while
11: ⇥N

N ,M ,i := ✓(k)i
12: end for
13: return ⇥N

N ,M := max
i=1,…,L

⇥N
N ,M ,i

At least quantitatively, the following might be more e�cient instead of line 6:

6: �<
i := argmax

�ÀPi

ÒRN
M (�;�)Ò(YN )®

ÒRN
N (�;�)Ò(YN )®

, ✓(0)i :=
ÒuN (�<i )*u

(d)
N (�<i )ÒXN

ÒuN (�<i )*u
(0)
N (�<i )ÒXN

3.4. Reduced Basis Generation. So far, we assumed that XN and XM are given, e.g.
by a strong greedy method in an o�ine phase without using the hierarchical error estimator.
One could also think of using the hierarchical part �N ,M (�) for this purpose. This, however,
is at least not straightforward since one needs both N and M for the error estimator, where
M has to be su�ciently large from the beginning. It would be a straightforward approach to
start with N = 1, M = 2 for some parameters �1 ë �2. Maximizing �1,2(�) over a training
set would yield �3 and we would set N = 2, M = 3, S3 = {�1,�2,�3}, etc. However, it can
relatively easy be seen that this approach does not necessarily converge as snapshots may be
selected repeatedly. Hence, we suggest a di�erent approach.

Starting with XN , the saturation property (3.2) is always valid as long as the Kolmogorov
N-width decays and the reduced basis has been constructed with a weak greedy algorithm.
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However, this only means that for each RB space XN there exists an appropriate RB space
XM , s.t. (3.2) is satisfied – one is left with the question how to construct such a space XM . We
suggest to use the Taylor-RB method. If the solution u(�) depends smoothly on the parameter
�, we can add derivatives of the snapshots w.r.t. the respective parameter to the basis, i.e., for
XN = span{u(�1),… , u(�N )} we set

XM := span
<
u(�n),

)k

)�k
i
u(�n) : k = 1,… ,Kn, i = 1,… ,P , n = 1,… ,N

=

for appropriately chosen Kn À N0. This means that M =
≥N

n=1(1 +Kn � P ). It is well-known
that these Taylor snapshots u(k)i (�) := )k

)�ki
u(�) can easily be computed recursively by solving

the following linear variational problem (see e.g. [37])

a(u(k)i (�), v;�) = )k

)�k
i
f (v;�) *

k…
m=1

0
k
m

1
)m

)�m
i
a(u(k*m)i (�), v;�).(3.7)

In general, the partial derivatives appearing in (3.7) are Gâteaux derivatives. However, if
the a�ne decomposition (2.6) holds, one just needs the derivatives of the involved functions
✓aq , ✓

f
q® : P ô R in the classical sense. In this case one can ensure by standard arguments that

for each N there exists some M > N , s.t. the results of §3.1 hold, provided that the solution
is real-analytic with respect to �. Finally, for stability reasons we orthonormalize the Taylor
snapshots by a POD. The corresponding method is summarized in Algorithm 3.2.

Algorithm 3.2 (Weak) Greedy with Hierarchical Error Estimator
1: Choose tol > 0, Nmax, Ptrain œ P , �1 À P
2: S1 := {�1}, ⌅(0)

1 := {⇠1 := uN (�1)}
3: for N = 1,… ,Nmax do
4: k = 1
5: repeat
6: ä⌅(k)

N := {u(k)i (�N ) : i = 1,… ,P } computed by (3.7)
7: ⌅(k)

N := ORTHONORMALIZE(⌅(k*1)
N , ä⌅(k)

N )
8: Set XN := span(SN ), XM := span(⌅(k)

N ) compute ⇥N
N ,M by Algorithm 3.1

9: k } k + 1
10: until ⇥N

N ,M < 1
11: KN := k
12: if max�ÀPtrain

�N ,M (�) < tol then
13: STOP
14: else
15: �N+1 := arg max

�ÀPtrain
�N ,M (�)

16: SN+1 := SN ‰ {�N+1}, ⌅(0)
N+1 := ⌅(0)

N ‰ {⇠N+1 := uN (�N+1)}
17: end if
18: end for
19: return SN , XN := span(SN ) and XM := span(⌅(K)

N ), ⇥N
N ,M

REMARK 3.4. It can be expected (and we have indeed confirmed this by several numer-
ical experiments) that the saturation property (3.2) can be realized by decomposing the pa-
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rameter space similar to [19] (there called “hp-RBM”). In addition to Algorithm 3.2 we have
realized such an hp-RBM approach by modifying lines 5 to 10. We observed fast convergence.

4. Numerical Results. We investigate the quantitative performance of the RB hierar-
chical error estimator and focus on the sharpness and asymptotically correctness of (3.1). In
particular, we want to investigate

1. How is the performance of �Hier
N ,M as compared to �Std

N ?
2. How does the performance depend on the availability of a sharp lower inf -sup bound?
3. Since �N ,M is an upper bound for the error up to some multiplicative constant de-

pending on M , what is a reasonable choice for that constant?
4. What is a good choice for XM?

For that purpose, we report on experiments for two test problems. All experiments have been
performed on iMac 2009 equipped with an Intel Core 2 Duo 3.06 GHz processor and 8 GB
1067 MHz DDR3 RAM.

The first example, the so-called ‘thermal block’ from [35], is a well-known benchmark
problem for the RBM. In this case, the behavior of the inf -sup/coercivity constant is known
and the performance of the SCM is very good such that �Std

N is expected to yield good results.
We expect that �Hier

N ,M should be less sharp for general XM and we are particularly interested
in a quantitative comparison. The second example is the Helmholtz problem which has also
been investigated in the RB-context in [23]. In this case, it is known that the inf -sup constant
has a poor behavior for large parameters [20] and -moreover- the computation of a decent
approximation using the SCM is quite costly. Hence, this should be a good benchmark test
for the hierarchical error estimator.

For the basis generation, we use both the strong and the weak greedy algorithm based
upon �N ,M and �Std

N w.r.t. the same training set Ptrain. For �Hier
N ,M , we compare constructions

of XM using a Taylor and a Lagrange basis.
REMARK 4.1. 1. For simplicity we compute ⇥M ,N over a training set, i.e.

⇥N ,train
N ,M := max

�ÀPtrain

ÒuN (�) * uM (�)ÒXN
ÒuN (�) * uN (�)ÒXN

,

instead of solving the nonlinear problem (3.6).
2. Although all problems considered here are stationary, the hierarchical error estima-

tor can also be applied to instationary problems e.g. by using a space-time formula-
tion, [39, 40].

4.1. Thermal-Block (see [35]). Let ⌦ := (0, 1)2, divided into B1 ù B2 rectangular
subblocks ⌦i œ ⌦, s.t. ⌦ =

∑B1B2
i=1 ⌦i. Let � À P œ R2 and ↵(x;�) := �j �⌦i

(x) for
j À {1, 2}, 1 f i f B1 � B2, � = (�1,�2) À P , where j = 1 if and only if i is odd. We
consider stationary heat conduction

*( � (↵(x;�) (u(x;�)) = 0, x À ⌦,
u(x;�) = 0, x À �D := {(x, 1)T À R2 : 0 f x f 1},

↵(x;�))u
)n

(x) = gN (x;�), x À �N := )⌦\�D.

Here, we choose B1 = B2 = 3 (see figure below) and set

gN (x;�) :=

T
1, on {(x, 0)T À R2 : 0 f x f 1},
0, on {(0, y)T À R2 : 0 f y f 1} ‰ {(1, y)T À R2 : 0 f y f 1}.
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Then, we have a coercive problem with identical trial and test space X = Y := H1
D(⌦) :=

{v À H1(⌦) : v�D = 0} as well as bilnear and linear forms defined as

a(u, v;�) =
‰B1B2Â_2…

i=1
�1  ⌦2i*1

(u � (v dx

+
‰B1B2Â_2*1…

i=1
�2  ⌦2i

(u � (v dx,

f (v;�) = �N v dx.
⌦1

⌦2

⌦3

⌦4

⌦5

⌦6

⌦7

⌦8

⌦9

�N �N

�N

�D

For the truth discretization, we used piecewise linear finite elements with a total number
of 11.881 degrees of freedom. Further, we choose two di�erent parameter spaces, namely

P (1) = [0.5, 1]2, P (2) = [0.02, 1]2, P (1)
train = P (2)

train = 10.201.

For the error plots, the discrete coercivity constant (replacing the inf -sup constant) was deter-
mined as the smallest eigenvalue of a generalized eigenvalue problem. For the online CPU-
time for computing �Std

N , we used the SCM.
For the thermal block problem, the solution depends only mildly on the parameter. Hence,

the SCM converges after only 3 steps to numerical precision, even on the larger parameter
space P (2). Therefore, we expect that �Std

N is quite sharp, which is confirmed by our exper-
iments. Starting with the smaller parameter set P (1), we also found �Hier

N ,M to be quite sharp
even for M = N + 1. We omit the corresponding figures since �Std

N and �Hier
N ,N+1 turned

out to be almost indistinguishable. Hence, we consider the larger parameter set P (2) – P (1).
The results are displayed in Figure 4.1 using the strong greedy and in Figure 4.2 for the weak
greedy with �Std

N for the sampling. We do not see a significant di�erence between the di�erent
sampling methods to create the reduced basis spaces. In addition, we also did the parameter
sampling by the hierarchical error estimator. We omit the corresponding figures since the
results are quite similar to Figures 4.1 and 4.2.

In both figures, we use 100 test parameters and plot the true error in red solid lines. The
dashed blue lines correspond to the average value of �Std

N (�) for these 100 test parameters.
Finally, the dotted black lines indicate the average values of �Hier

N ,M for M À {N + 1,N + 2}
using a Taylor-based construction with Kn = 1 and Kn = 2, respectively. We see a significant
improvement for M = N + 2 and almost no di�erence to �Std

N .
In the tables next to the figures, we monitor the constants ⇥N ,M for both choices. As

expected, the value ⇥N ,M significantly improves for M = N + 2. However, in all cases the
constant is below 1 and we can easily deduce online heuristics.

Online e�ectivity. As we have seen that both �Std
N and �Hier

N ,M (for appropriate values of
M) are sharp, we investigate the online CPU time required to compute these error estimators.
In order to do so, we consider the obtained e�ectivity ⌘, i.e., the ratio of error estimator and
true error for 100 test parameters. The results are shown in Figure 4.3, where the values of ⌘
are plotted over the required online time. The circles correspond to �Hier

N ,M for di�erent values
of M . The few circles with ⌘ > 5 correspond to quite small values of M and large parameter
sets. All remaining values cluster for e�ectivites below 2 and online CPU times of less than
0.1 seconds. As we can also see, the online CPU time is more or less independent of the choice
of M . This is compared to �Std

N . The online timings include also the SCM in this case. The
crosses in Figure 4.3 confirm the sharpness of the standard error estimator, but at the expense
of CPU times which are about 15 times larger than for the hierarchical case.
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Fig. 4.1: Thermal-Block, P (2) = [0.02, 1]2, strong greedy sampling. Average error over test set of parameters. Red, solid: true error;
blue, dashed: residual error estimator; black, dotted: hierarchical error estimator, M À {N + 1,N + 2}.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

10*5
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10*3

10*2
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100

101
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N

(a) Strong greedy, M = N + 1.

N ⇥N ,N+1

1 0.9736
2 0.9156
3 0.9677
4 0.9141
5 0.2970
6 0.1716
7 0.8133
8 0.6927
9 0.8543
10 0.2969 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

10*5

10*4

10*3

10*2

10*1

100

101

N

(b) Strong greedy, M = N + 2.

N ⇥N ,N+2

1 0.5987
2 0.4890
3 0.6214
4 0.2715
5 0.0186
6 0.1382
7 0.1693
8 0.1413
9 0.1031
10 0.0133

Fig. 4.2: Thermal-Block, P (2) = [0.02, 1]2, weak greedy with standard error estimator. Average error over test set of parameters. Red,
solid: true error; blue, dashed: residual error estimator; black, dotted: hierarchical error estimator, M À {N + 1,N + 2}.
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(a) Weak greedy by �Std
N , M = N+1.

N ⇥N ,N+1

1 0.9905
2 0.9532
3 0.9430
4 0.7848
5 0.7358
6 0.6466
7 0.7087
8 0.7163
9 0.9180
10 0.4665 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

10*5

10*4

10*3

10*2

10*1

100

101

N

(b) Weak greedy by�Std
N ,M = N+2.

N ⇥N ,N+2

1 0.5350
2 0.4114
3 0.5183
4 0.4044
5 0.0469
6 0.4526
7 0.5077
8 0.4279
9 0.1000
10 0.0193
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Fig. 4.3: Online e�ectivity index ⌘ over online CPU-time for thermal block on P (2), strong greedy. Circles: Hierarchical error
estimator for M = N + 1, M = N + 2 and M = N + 3; crosses: Standard error estimator.

4.2. Helmholtz Problem. The Helmholtz equation arises from the time-dependent wave
equation in the time-harmonic case, see e.g. [2, 20, 31, 30] and references therein. Let⌦ œ Rn,
n À {1, 2, 3}, be a bounded Lipschitz domain with boundary � := )⌦. For � À P :=
[�min,�max] œ R with 1 f �min < �max < ÿ, the Helmholtz problem reads

*�u(x) * �2u(x) = r(x), x À ⌦,(4.1)
u(x) = 0, x À �D œ �,

)u
)n

(x) + i�u(x) = g(x), x À �R œ �,
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where �D ‰ �R = �. The parameter � À P denotes the wavenumber, defined by � := !
c

(SI unit: m*1), where ! À R denotes the frequency and c À R the wave propagation speed,
i :=

˘
*1. In high frequency problems the wavenumber is quite large resulting in oscillations,

see [20]. We use �max = 100 here, since this su�ces to show the desired e�ects. Test and
trial spaces are again identical, X = Y := H1

D(⌦;C) := {v À H1(⌦;C) : v�D = 0}, but
the sesquilinear form is no longer hermitean, i.e.,

a(u, v;�) =  ⌦ (u � (v dx * �2  ⌦ u Ñv dx + i�  �R u Ñv ds,

f (v;�) =  ⌦ r Ñv dx +  �R g Ñv dx.

The a�ne decomposition in the form (2.6) is clear. Such problems are usually analyzed using
the parameter-dependent norm given by

ÒvÒ21,� := �2ÒvÒ20 + v21, v À H1(⌦;C),

which is equivalent to Ò � Ò1, i.e., min{1,�min}ÒvÒ1 f ÒvÒ1,� f max{1,�max}ÒvÒ1, v À
H1(⌦;C), with coe�cients, which depend on the parameter range, however. The well-posed-
ness is proven e.g. in [20] by the Fredholm alternative. Moreover, there exists a constant
Cinf -sup > 0 such that

inf
wÀX

sup
vÀY

a(w, v;�)
ÒwÒ1,�ÒvÒ1,�

g inf
wÀX

sup
vÀY

Re{a(w, v;�)}
ÒwÒ1,�ÒvÒ1,�

g Cinf -sup �
* 7

2 .(4.2)

For our numerical experiments we consider three cases of parameter spaces, namely

P (1) = [1, 5], P (2) = [95, 100], P (3) = [90, 100], P (i)
train = 104 + 1, i = 1, 2, 3.

Thus, P (1) is in the low-frequency domain so that the inf -sup constant is expected to be mod-
erate, whereas P (2), P (3) will lead to oscillatory, high-frequency solutions. The latter choices
allow to investigate the dependency on the size of the parameter set within the high-frequency
regime. Our truth discretization is formed by spectral elements of degree 6 with 600 degrees
of freedom for P (1) (which turned out to be su�cient) and spectral elements of degree 16 with
16.000 degrees of freedom for P (2) and P (3).

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 2750
10*3

10*1

101

103

105

NSCM

1
*
�2 LB

_�
2 U
B

Fig. 4.4: SCM-convergence Helmholtz equation on P (2).

In order to compare the results con-
cerning the hierarchical estimator with
the best possible standard one, we deter-
mined the involved discrete inf -sup con-
stant �N (�) by computing the smallest
eigenvalue of a generalized eigenvalue
problem. As this is not online e�cient, we
used the SCM for the online comparisons
in terms of CPU time. By (4.2), we ex-
pect fairly small inf -sup constants for large
wavenumbers, which is expected to cause problems in �Std

N . This fact is also mirrored by
the poor convergence of the SCM shown in Figure 4.4. For a good performance of �Std

N in
terms of sharpness, one needs a good online approximation of �N (�) resulting in many SCM
iterations and large CPU times.
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We start by describing the result for the low-frequency parameter set P (1) and reduce
ourselves to the strong greedy sampling since the results for the weak greedy with various
error estimators turned out to be pretty much the same. As we can see in Figure 4.5 both
standard and hierarchical error estimator are quite sharp and the constants ⇥N ,M are small –
overall a similar behavior as for the thermal block.

Fig. 4.5: Helmholtz equation, P (1) = [1, 5], strong greedy. Average error over test set. Red, solid: true error; blue, dashed: residual
error estimator; black, dotted: hierarchical error estimator for M À {N + 1,M = N + 2}.
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(a) Strong greedy, M = N + 1.

N ⇥N ,N+1

1 0.3254
2 0.6396
3 0.1027
4 0.3714
5 0.0737 1 2 3 4 5

10*4

10*3

10*2

10*1

N

(b) Strong greedy, M = N + 2.

N ⇥N ,N+2

1 0.1211
2 0.0657
3 0.0178
4 0.0103
5 0.0228

Next, we consider the (smaller) high frequency parameter set P (2) and again restrict our-
selves to the strong greedy sampling (the results for di�erent versions of the weak are again
quite similar). First, we note that the minimal choice of M = N + 1 for the hierarchical error
estimator is not su�cient in order to yield sharp estimates as can be seen in the left graph in
Figure 4.6. We have also found that the saturation property cannot be guaranteed numerically
in this case. In the right graph, we thus use a Lagrange basis with M = N + 2 and obtain
bounds that are even better than for the standard estimator. Recall, that the blue dashed line
for �Std

N is w.r.t. to a high-fidelity approximation for the inf -sup constant, i.e., the best possible
standard residual-based error bound. Also the values for ⇥N ,M are quite good. Thus, �Hier

N ,N+2
is a cheap and sharp error bound even for the high-frequency case.

Fig. 4.6: Helmholtz equation, P (2) = [95, 100], strong greedy. Average error over test set of parameters. Red, solid: true error; blue,
dashed: residual error estimator; black, dotted: hierarchical error estimator with M À {N + 1,N + 2}.
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(a) Strong greedy, M = N + 1.

N ⇥N ,N+1

1 0.7075
2 0.8407
3 0.7173
4 0.9563
5 0.2672
6 0.2088 1 2 3 4 5 6
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(b) Strong greedy, M = N + 2.

N ⇥N ,N+2

1 0.5948
2 0.3390
3 0.3770
4 0.0610
5 0.0120
6 0.0093

Finally, we consider P (3), which is a high frequency parameter set of doubled size as
compared to P (2). The error plots for the strong greedy sampling are shown in Figure 4.7. In
this case, the Lagrange-based space XM for M = N + 2 only yields reasonable results for
N g 4 (for smaller values, the saturation is not guaranteed), but then �Hier

N ,N+2 outperforms
�Std
N in terms of accuracy. As we can see from the right-hand side of the figure, M = N + 3

gives quite sharp results for N g 3. Again, for smaller values of N , the saturation is not
justified.

Due to the lack of saturation for the Lagrange-type construction, we also tested the Taylor
approach. We obtained even better results for all parameter sets. For P (3), we display the
results of a weak greedy sampling in Figure 4.8. Even for Kn = 2, we got good results as can
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Fig. 4.7: Helmholtz equation, P (3) = [90, 100], strong greedy. Average error over test set of parameters. Red, solid: true error; blue,
dashed: residual error estimator; black, dotted: hierarchical error estimator, M À {N + 2,N + 3}.
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(a) Strong greedy, M = N + 2.

N ⇥N ,N+2

1 0.6353
2 0.8975
3 1.1299
4 0.6534
5 0.2710
6 0.1953
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(b) Strong greedy, M = N + 3.

N ⇥N ,N+3

1 0.4499
2 1.1126
3 0.3145
4 0.2776
5 0.0422
6 0.0461
7 0.0084

be seen by the fact that the values of ⇥N ,M are close to zero. Moreover, �Hier
N ,M is quite sharp.

The situation even improves for Kn = 3 in terms of sharpness for small N .

Fig. 4.8: Helmholtz equation, P (3) = [90, 100], weak greedy with parameter sampling via hierarchical error estimator. Average error
over test set of parameters. Red, solid: true error; blue, dashed: residual error estimator; black, dotted: hierarchical error estimator,
with Taylor basis, Kn À {2, 3}.
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(a) Weak greedy by �N ,M (�)
1*⇥N

N ,M
, Kn = 2.

N ⇥N ,M

1 0.8435
2 0.9789
3 0.4281
4 0.1216
5 0.0003
6 0.0014
7 0.0017
8 0.0247
9 0.0131
10 0.0834
11 0.0391
12 0.0399 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
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(b) Weak greedy by �N ,M (�)
1*⇥N

N ,M
, Kn = 3.

N ⇥N ,M

1 0.8196
2 0.7687
3 0.1058
4 0.0000
5 0.0001
6 0.0029
7 0.0052
8 0.0160
9 0.0350
10 0.0401
11 0.0221
12 0.0418

Online e�ectivity. As before in §4.1 for the thermal block, we compare the online e�-
ciencies of standard and hierarchical error estimator, see Figure 4.9. First, note that we could
not include values for the larger high-frequency parameter range P (3) there, since the SCM
required for �Std

N did not converge, which means that the standard bound cannot be used in an
online-e�cient manner.1

In Figure 4.9, we show the e�ectivity over the online CPU time, again for �Std
N by crosses

and for �Hier
N ,M (for di�erent values of M) by circles. First, we note that the values of M almost

do not influence the CPU times, so that we can easily adjust the accuracy, as before. Moreover,
the accuracies of both bounds are quite comparable, but the computation of �Hier

N ,M is much
faster.

4.3. Conclusions. Let us come back to the questions from the beginning of this section:
1. How is the performance of �Hier

N ,M as compared to �Std
N ?

Even for those cases that are in favor of �Std
N (stable with precise knowledge of the

1In addition, the SCM did not converge at all using a discontinuous Galerkin truth discretization.
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Fig. 4.9: E�ectivity index ⌘ over online CPU-time for Helmholtz problem onP (1), P (2); strong greedy sampling. Circles: Hierarchical
error estimator for di�erent M ; crosses: Standard error estimator.

inf -sup constant), �Hier
N ,M turned out to yield a sharp error bound and to be online

e�cient. The potential becomes even more pronounced for problems with bad inf -
sup behavior.

2. How does the performance depend on a sharp lower inf -sup bound?
The poorer the inf -sup estimate is, the more �Std

N is outperformed by �Hier
N ,M – in

terms of sharpness and e�ciency.
3. What is a reasonable choice for the constant ⇥N ,M?

In all tested examples, we got very reasonable values for ⇥N ,M , provided that the
saturation holds. However, even the determination via a test set requires the compu-
tation of possibly many truth solutions, the optimization problem (3.6) for the veri-
fication of the saturation and the computation of ⇥N

M ,N is quite costly, even though
done o�ine. But our results show that it might be su�cient to do this on a fairly
small test set since we got nice results in all case.

4. What is a good choice for XM?
In all investigated cases, M could be chosen quite moderate. This is due to the fact
that our problems are of elliptic flavor even in the Helmholtz case. In [21, 6] for
problems involving transport phenomena, XM has to be chosen significantly larger.
However, we have also seen that even for problems with very small inf -sup constant,
XM can be chosen reasonably small. Moreover, the online CPU-times seem almost
independent on the choice of XM and are much smaller as for computing �Std

N using
the SCM (if the SCM converges at all).
We compared also Lagrange- and Taylor-type approaches to constructXM . Trying to
use the Lagrange approach within parameter sampling using a weak greedy approach
resulted in multiple selections of snapshots and non-guaranteed saturation. Both
problems could be resolved using the Taylor approach, which, however, requires a
certain regularity of u with respect to the parameter. In this case, for a fixed N , we
are able to improve the e�ectivity by increasing the order of derivatives.
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